PUREAIR SENSE

Bathroom Fan with Odour Sense Technology

The Fan that other fans look up to

7 Year Warranty

Odour Sensor

A product by Vent-Axia
Technical support: 0344 8560594
www.vent-axia.com/pureairsense
Functions & Settings

The front of the fan includes an intuitive, easy to use LED touch panel. Users can see which fan function is active by viewing the multicoloured LED indicator, as well as customising the fan’s functions and boost speeds using the touch menu. For full description on the touch panel, please refer to the tables on the right.

Vent-Axia Connect App

With the Vent-Axia Connect app, you can customise multiple functions according to your particular conditions. This is highly practical if the fan is mounted in the ceiling and the touchscreen is hard to reach.

For a full detailed guide on how to use the app please see the online app walkthrough downloadable from www.vent-axia.com/pureairsense.

Touch Panel

FROM POOR AIR TO PUREAIR

Bathroom Fan with Odour Sense Technology

Icon | Function
--- | ---
+ | Speed
- | Timer
**:\* | Multicolour function button is lit depending on the active function [see table below]
\* | Self-adjusting humidity control
\^{\*} | Continuous operation
\* | Light, odour & app connectivity sensor

LED function colour | Function
--- | ---
None | The fan is off or activated for continuous operation
Blue | The fan is boosting due to increased humidity
Flashing Blue | The fan is sensing the environment and recalibrating to assess its humidity surroundings
Green | The odour sensor has activated the fan and is boosting
Purple | The fan has started the airing function—after 26hrs of inactivity
Yellow | The overrun timer is active - triggered via light sensor or switch live
Flashing Yellow | The delay timer is counting down, flashing more quickly towards the end